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The massive two and one half story building on elevated basement was
designed in what has been referred to as a modified Norman style.
It
is built of native gray sandstone.
It has both square-headed windows
and the typical Norman semi-circular window heads.
The entry doorways
of the front or north facade are recessed behind semi-circular arches.
Finished stone is employed for the string cources above the basement
and second floor windows and the remainder of the dressed walls are
relatively rough-faced.
A central feature of the front facade is the large semi-circular turretlike projection.
Originally the building had a tall square clock tower
above the projection, which was topped by a pyramidal roof.
Today,
the steep cone-like roof of the turret abuts a gable roof instead of
the tower, which was removed in 1916.
The thick loadbearing walls are slightly tapered to transmit the heavy
load of the walls to the extremely thick foundation walls and footings.
Reports indicate that the foundation walls vary in thickness from four
feet to five feet, two inches.
The loadbearing walls, both exterior
and interior, extend sixteen feet down to shale rock.
The steep roof
features a corbelled cornice and gable ends which extend above the
roof with small windows to light the attic area.
Single dormers on
the east and west sides have similar gable ends.
All woodwork on the main and top floors is solid oak and, with few exception
the rooms show the original golden oak finish on the woodwork in excellent
condition.
All rooms are surrounded by a wainscot three feet high made
of vertical cove moulding.
Wide door casings with elaborate moulded caps
surround the thick oak doors (approximately 2% inches thick).
The steps
on the stairways are of full logs squared and finished with oak treads
and risers.
All walls and ceilings are finished with plaster.
The classrooms are
fitted with continuous genuine slate blackboards on the partition walls.
The windows are double-hung, usually one over one and occasionally two
over one, and several of the original transome sash are still intact.
The building was heated by steam and the ornate cast iron radiators are
still in place.
All rooms were also ventilated through the thick walls
with chimney-like vents.
These are covered with cast iron filigree
grills, most with their original black finish, which compliments the oak
woodwork.
The hardware on the two principal floors is of heavy ornate
cast brass;
the door knobs are especially elegant.
At one time, a thirty foot square swimming pool was installed in the basement.
It has since been drained, closed off and recently used for storage.
In 1913, an addition (known informally as the New Building) was constructed
to handle the increased number of students and in 1930, a new high school
was built and Great Falls Central High School became the Paris Gibson Junior High.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Paris Gibson Junior High School is one of the best-preserved school
structures of this eara. left in Montana and is named in honor of a towering figure in the development of the state.
Paris Gibson arrived in Montana from Minnesota in the 1870*s and
perceived the agricultural and industrial possibilities of the state. He
was one of the first to introduce sheep ranching on a large scale to the
region and was a founder of the Montana Woolgrowers Association.
Impressed
with the potential of the Great F.alls of the Missouri as a power and
industrial site, he founded the city of that name in 1883; much of his
subsequent energy was directed towards its growth.
Imbued with a profound
faith in the value of education, he pushed for the early establishment of
a city school system and served as Chariman of the School Board from 1885
to 1887.
Gibson 1 s enthusiasm for Great Falls influenced James J. Hill
to route his St. Paul, Minnesota and Manitoba Railroad (subsequently the
Great Northern and now part of the Burlington Northern system) through
that city.
Gibson figured prominently in the Montana Constitutional Convention of 1889
and served as a State Senator. As U. S. Senator (1901-1905) he drafted
the Reclamation Act of 1902, which established the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.
In 1893, the city of Great Falls authorized the construction of a central
high school.
The devastating effects of the Silver. Panic of that year,
along with construction difficulties, prevented completion until 1896
and inflated costs from an estimated $60,000 to an actual cost of $98,881.
Originally designated Central High School, it became a junior high
school in 1930 as the school system expanded, and was renamed for
Paris Gibson who died in the late 1920's. The school was closed in 1975.
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